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John Christopher Wineglass (b. 1972) is an Emmy-winning composer of music for films and 

television, and a recipient of many commissions throughout the United States. A gifted 

arranger, pianist, and violist, his primary focus is as a composer, and in that endeavor he has 

enjoyed great success and respect from audiences and musicians alike. The premiere of Big Sur: 

The Night Sun builds on this success and respect, as it was a commission from the Carmel 

Centennial Celebration in conjunction with the Big Sur Land Trust and the Monterey 

Symphony Orchestra. 

 

The natural beauty of Big Sur is sacred to many. This sanctity was shared by Wineglass, who 

formed many of the themes for his tone-poem Big Sur: The Night Sun while in residence on the 

grounds of the Glen Deven Ranch and other areas such as Pfeiffer Beach. The beautiful 

impressions and warm enlightenments that affected him while on retreat became the root – and 

soul – of this magnificent work. The first of four total movements sets the mood for the tone-

poem as a whole: the “Mystery of the Night Sun” is divided into three distinct sections, opening 

with two talking drums, a native flute player, and an Ohlone-Chumash vocalist all contributing 

in an improvisational manner. The second section (sub-titled “Path to the Night Sun”) begins 

with the pulse of the timpani and talking drums, and reflects the spiritual experience that 

Wineglass had while taking a walk during the night at Glen Deven Ranch, where he was 

transformed by the deep power of a risen full moon. The third section (“Rise of the Night Sun”) 

is marked by an intensifying brass chorale, with winds and strings joining in a climactic 

revealing of the full glory of the risen moon (“The Night Sun Revealed”). 

 

The second movement, appropriately named “Rushing Waters,” opens the listener to the 

loveliness of the crashing waves along the California coastline. The motivic ideas from this 

section were derived from student examples: children from the BSLT children's camp with Bach 

Festival violinist Edwin Huizinga contributed their ideas, which Wineglass then included into 

the completed work. This stemmed from a compositional component at a camp for local YOSAL 

students, who were challenged to go into the woods and create musical ideas on their own 

instruments…the very concept that Wineglass subjugated himself to in order to compose this 

tone-poem. The second movement pairs well with the third, “Pfeiffer Beach - A Secret 

Revealed,” where a path through the trees opens to an unexpected view of the Pacific Ocean, 

revealing the overwhelming beauty of this hidden creation by God. The presence of God and 

the admiration of beauty are central themes not only to this tone-poem, but to Wineglass 

himself, and as such his music offers praise and celebration to both. The fourth movement, 

titled “The Return,” was inspired directly by the brilliant writings of Robinson Jeffers, in 

particular from the poem of the same name, which Wineglass discovered while on retreat down 

at Big Sur one year ago. The movement begins and opens with the Ohlone-Chumash vocalist, 

reflecting the peoples who preserved and cared for this great land.  

 

Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953) was a brilliant Russian composer, pianist, and conductor. 

Prokofiev enjoyed writing large works for large forces, composing eight ballets, eight concertos, 



seven operas, and seven symphonies; yet his most recognizable would be his suite Peter and the 

Wolf. His most influential teacher was Rimsky-Korsakov, with whom he studied orchestration. 

Often labelled a futurist, Prokofiev nurtured his own addiction to dissonance, writing in a 

grotesque and primitive fashion. He moved to Paris in 1920, where he enjoyed an association 

with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, but returned to Soviet Russia in 1929. He composed some of his 

most enduring works following his return home, including Peter and the Wolf, Alexander Nevsky, 

War and Peace, and Romeo and Juliet.  

 

Based on William Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet, Prokofiev constructed his ballet on the 

adjusted synopsis created by Adrian Piotrovsky and Sergei Radlov. The fear of public reaction 

to the ballet arrested it before it could premiere, delaying it from 1935 to 1940 with the Soviet 

regime overhauling the Committee on Arts Affairs in the process. As a result of delay, 

Prokofiev reworked the musical material into three orchestral suites (and a small collection of 

piano works) between 1936 and 1937, essentially producing tone-poems for the concert hall 

based on the famous Shakespeare drama. The fourth and sixth movements from Suite No. 2 are 

independent works that do not further the story in the same manner as the remaining 

movements. Reoccurring motives are used in the remaining movements to paint a picture of the 

feud between the Montagues and Capulets. The brass and the woodwinds carry much of the 

action, but the militaristic and angular themes in the strings during the opening movement are 

the most recognizable, and perhaps the most profound.  

 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) was one of the most important transitional figures in all of 

music history. He bridged the gap between the Classical and Romantic Eras, and gave birth to 

the idea of the modern composer as tragic hero. His music was bold and broad, and it reflected 

his strong personality. He composed music for a wider range of notes than his predecessors, a 

wider range of dynamics, and he expanded musical forms, all with a greater emphasis on 

expression. These expansive elements were revolutionary, yet he is seemingly remembered 

more for his slowly increasing deafness than his actual greatness.  

 

Beethoven composed the Concerto for Piano, Violin, and Cello in C Major, Op. 56, (the ‘Triple 

Concerto’) during his heroic decade. The years from 1802 to 1809 were his most prolific, 

composing five of his nine symphonies, three string quartets, four sonatas for violin and six for 

piano, the Mass in C Major, plus his only opera (Fidelio), his only oratorio (Christ on the Mount of 

Olives), and four total concertos, including the Triple. The Triple Concerto specifically dates 

from the summer of 1804 (during a time when he was supposedly involved with his Immortal 

Beloved: Josephine von Brunsvik) after the completion of his third symphony. Most scholars 

agree that it was written for the young Archduke Rudolph, who was a gifted pianist by age 

fifteen, and a student of Beethoven at the time of composition. Rudolph: the Archduke who also 

became an archbishop, would be a lifelong friend of Beethoven’s, who not only received the 

original dedication to the Triple Concerto, but other important works like the Missa Solemnis 

and the “Archduke” Trio. Curiously, the original published edition of the Triple Concerto had 

the dedication to Prince Franz Lobkowitz, for whom he re-dedicated his third symphony. 

 



The Triple was his only concerto for more than one solo instrument. Concertos for more than 

one soloist typically conjure thoughts of the concerto grosso genre of the Baroque, such as those 

by Corelli that feature two solo violins and solo cello with orchestra. But this is not the genre 

Beethoven was emulating; rather, he was interested in producing a new work that expanded on 

the piano trio genre – solo piano, violin, and cello – but in an orchestral setting. The challenge 

for Beethoven in the Triple was to give each soloist sufficient attention within a balanced 

framework. His solution was to keep the chordal structures simple, and to use scale patterns 

without the usual dramatic expression or development that was becoming common among his 

works from this decade.  

 

Composed in three movements, the Triple Concerto begins with the orchestra, grand and 

stately, but the soloists quickly dominate with the orchestra dropping to add a mere 

punctuation to their musical statements. The second movement (Largo) is short, and acts as a 

contrasting interlude or pause between the two larger outside movements, as it is nearly an 

example of the piano trio configuration that he was expanding upon in this concerto. The final 

spirited movement (Rondo alla polacca) has the main theme introduced by the cello, but 

Beethoven goes on to play with the meter, juxtaposing and shortening the dance in creative 

ways.  
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